


WHITE FABRIC 

(1) 4 y," square (plain) 

(8) 3" squares (HSTs) 

(8) 2W' squares (flying geese) 
(4) 4 y," x 2 y," rectangles (flying geese) 

DARK BLUE FABRIC 

(6) 3" squares (HSTs) 

(8) 2 y," squares (flying geese) 

LIGHT BLUE FABRIC 

(4) 4 y," x 2 y," rectangles (flying geese) 

ORANGE FABRIC 

(2) 3" squares (HSTs) 

MAKE IT 
1. Construct 4 light blue/white and 4 

dark blue/white for a total of 8 flying 

geese units (see page 153). 

2. Construct 12 dark blue/white and 

4 orange/white for a total of 16 HST 

units (see page 155). Press and trim 

to 2V2". 

3. Referencing the photograph 

above, arrange and stitch into 5 

rows of 5 units each. Join the rows 

and press. 



FLYING GEESE 
These patchwork essentials are constructed by adding two squares to a rectangle using the draw, stitch & 

flip method. Press the first triangle open before adding the second square, and be sure the drawn lines are 

perpendicular to one another. Flying geese are easy to construct in any size-the finished width of the unit is 

always double the finished height. Add W' to each of these dimensions to determine the cut size of the rectangle. 

The two squares w ill always be cut at the same measurement as the cut height of the rectangle. 

FOUR-PATCH 
Whip up simple four-patch units by stitching squares into pairs. Position the 2-patch units right sides together and 

insert a pin at the seam intersection. Take care to press seams in opposite directions prior to joining the rows. 
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HALF-DIAGONAL DIAMOND 
This unit is constructed in exactly the same way as the diagonal diamond unit (see page 151), except that there is 

an unpieced triangle in place of one of the diagonal diamonds. Refer to the foundation paper piecing instructions 

on page 158, as well as Temp'late C on page 171 . 
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HALF-SQUARE TRIANGLE (HSTS) 
A foundational unit in patchwork, half-square triangles can inspire a whole block in and of themselves. This 

method yields two units. Start with two same-sized squares, right sides together, with a drawn diagonal line on 

the wrong side of the top square. Stitch a %" seam on both sides of the line then cut the unit in half on the drawn 

line. Press the two resulting half-square triangle units open and trim to size. 

NINE-PATCH 
Oldie but a goodie! The 9-patch works we~1 in many different blocks, but also looks great in a quilt all' on its own. 

Stitch your nine squares into three rows of three squares each, pressing seams toward the darker fabric (if both 

of your fabrics are dark, press the seams in opposite directions by row). Pin at seam intersections, stitch the rows 

together and press. 
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PARTIAL DIAMOND-IN-A-SQUARE 
A diamond-in-a-square unit (see page 152) minus one corner patch offers some really interesting possibilities. Play 

up that unique blunt corner in your design for an eye-catching block. 
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